
Title - : Refactor and Automate Infusion Documentation 
 
Subject -: Selecting a static site generator(SSG) 
 

Introduction 
Infusion-docs have lots of content and it is expected that content to grow a 
lot over time therefore selection of Next.JS can be considered as a first 
priority 

  
Why Next.js ? 
  1. Infusion docs is continuously growing site therefore require continuous 
integration of data or changes thus using  
2.  Most starred github repo for ssg’s therefore providing a lot of support  
3.   Easy to implement if user know 
4. NextJS has native support for ‘styled-jsx’ making them that much easier to 
use. 
5. Complete infusion docs as a single page application 

 
Benefits of using Next.JS

 
 
 



 
 
 
4. Other option than Next.JS 

1. Docsify - : docsify generates your documentation website on the fly. Unlike 
GitBook, it does not generate static html files. Instead, it smartly loads and 
parses your Markdown files and displays them as a website. To start using it, 
all you need to do is create an index.html and deploy it on GitHub Pages. 
Features involves - : 

a. No statically built html files 
b. Simple and lightweight (~21kB gzipped) 
c. Smart full-text search plugin 
d. Multiple themes 
e. Useful plugin API 
f. Emoji support 
g. Compatible with IE11 
h. Support server-side rendering (example) 

 
2. Vuepress - : A VuePress site is, in fact, an SPA powered by Vue. If 

you’ve used Vue before, you will notice the familiar development 
experience when you are writing or developing custom themes (you can 
even use Vue DevTools to debug your custom theme!). During the build, 
we create a server-rendered version of the app and render the 
corresponding HTML by virtually visiting each route. Each markdown file is 
compiled into HTML with markdown-it and then processed as the template 
of a Vue component. This allows you to directly use Vue inside your 
markdown files and is great when you need to embed dynamic content. 

 
3. MKdocs - : MkDocs is a fast, simple and downright gorgeous static site 

generator that's geared towards building project documentation. 
Documentation source files are written in Markdown, and configured with 
a single YAML configuration file.  

 
5. Priority for SSG 
 

 

https://github.com/docsifyjs/docsify-ssr-demo


 
 
 
 
 


